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at first i wondered if i was being paranoid when my colleagues began contacting me about its claims. although i now realize i was very right in being concerned when i sent an email to some professors at a bible school in costa rica that was in the process of ordaining a pastor who had been exposed to this nonsense.
ive told them that i didnt want them to believe this da vinci stuff or anything that would offend the truth. but my colleagues responded that they had read the da vinci code and could tell it was a forgery, and that they would not be using the pastor for their ministry. the pastor has since resigned. as a pastor, i now

am deeply troubled by having such a forgery on my hands. my latin american cousins arent the only ones being deceived by this. maybe i was wrong to respond with such firmness to my costa ricans, or maybe they were right; i cannt say. but this isnt about me or you, dear reader. the only thing that matters is
whether or not the da vinci code is a forgery, or if, as some say, it is the lost book of enoch ( ether 2.17 ) that the apostle paul rejected at his trial before caesar in rome. until i read the da vinci code, i never knew these were two different books that the bible warned paul about! i also never knew that the da vinci

code was a forgery. its claims are nothing short of blasphemy. professor langdon never claims that jesus is the father of christ, but that jesus was the brother of the historical judas ( betrayal of christ ). this is an effort to obliterate the judas of enoch--the false apostle, who was a disciple of metatron, the angel of light.
and who was he, you ask? he was a third-level angel whose mission was to deceive the world! in fact, that is precisely what the da vinci code claims. but it goes further. the da vinci code, as ive seen it, claims the prophecies of the book of enoch, and in the process, tries to rewrite biblical history.
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granger was already an old man when he wrote the da vinci code, and thus he was possibly looking back to the time when he was young, when the film witnesses was released, says miriam russo, a classics professor at columbia university in new york and the author of three books about the life and works of george hegel. granger found a way to be
comfortable about life, he told me, even in the midst of complicated and dramatic events. he sowed his inspiration about journalism in the forward to the da vinci code. the book may have been written in the middle of his life and career, but his way of writing was that of a boy, the type of boy who never grows up. in the course of his quest, robert

langdon (tom hanks) visits many famous churches and museums in europe and america, learns about the knights templar and the holy grail, and is visited by various other characters who need his advice, namely: sarah neveu (amanda peet), a mysterious woman who recognizes langdon as the pal of his late wife; phil brokaw (eric roberts), a brilliant,
distracted professor who is the head of the art department at a college in cambridge, england; andre vernet (barry pepper), a former french officer who is charged by the church with gathering evidence of the knights' mistreatment of the templars; dan leigh (bill smitrovich), a former fbi agent who believes that da vinci was the mastermind of the french

revolution; jacques sauniere (ramon ramirez), a curator at the louvre who was murdered; and elizabeth kindle (fiona dourif), a widow and psychic. so after going to each of these, robert langdon is now in a position to get to the bottom of things. dan brown has taken this idea and made it into a novel that completely mystifies the reader from start to
finish. who is the killer? what is the significance of this mansion? is this kabbalah? why are the paintings red-and-black and painted on velvet? the audience will never be able to know what is going on! or will know it ! 5ec8ef588b
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